Hold our elected officials accountable to make Down syndrome research funding a priority

Join Down syndrome advocates worldwide and sign Global’s Petition of Support! Now more than ever it’s important to show lawmakers their communities support Down syndrome research. Help us reach our goal of 5,000 signatures so we can present a compelling petition in D.C. later this year!

Crnic scientists publish groundbreaking leukemia research in The Journal Cell
Research by Crnic Institute scientists Dr. Espinosa and Dr. Sullivan, and distinguished Northwestern University scientists, show how targeting molecular pathways with existing drugs has the potential to halt progression of AML, a cancer especially prevalent in people with Down syndrome.

Education expert provides 5 tips to help parents with school team conversations
To put students on the right path for their instruction, growth, and progress Alissa Beck, education specialist at Global affiliate Sie Center for Down Syndrome, shares five tips to help parents overcome challenging conversations with school teams.

National radio show features Global funded researcher’s inspiration to study Down syndrome
Mary Ann Allen, post-doctoral fellow at Global affiliate Crnic Institute, shares on Story Collider how her childhood friend Lovey, who has Down syndrome, inspired her to research the condition.

Celebrate World Down Syndrome Day with the Governor and Global at the Colorado Capitol
Mark your calendars to show unity and support for people with Down syndrome on March 21. Governor Hickenlooper and other officials will meet with self-advocates, their families, and Global supporters to celebrate.

Support life-changing research and medical care for people with Down syndrome today.